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Environmental Pollution and Control, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1997

	Complex environmental problems are often reduced to an inappropriate level of simplicity. While this book does not seek to present a comprehensive scientific and technical coverage of all aspects of the subject matter, it makes the issues, ideas, and language of environmental engineering accessible and understandable to the nontechnical...
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The Basics of Information Security: Understanding the Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and PracticeSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Boring, boring, boring. Isn’t this what immediately comes to mind when one
	sees books on foundational concepts of information security? Monotonous
	coverage of theory, dry details of history, brief yet inadequate coverage of every
	topic known to man, even though you know that you’ll never be hired by the
	NSA as a...
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3D Game Engine Design: A Practical Approach to Real-Time Computer GraphicsCRC Press, 2006

	The first edition of 3D Game Engine Design was an international bestseller that sold over 17,000 copies and became an industry standard. In the six years since that book was published, graphics hardware has evolved enormously. Hardware can now be directly controlled through techniques such as shader programming, which...
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Handbook of Herbs and Spices: Volume 2CRC Press, 2004

	Herbs and spices are among the most versatile and widely used ingredients in food processing. As well as their traditional role in flavouring and colouring foods, they have increasingly been used as natural preservatives and for their potential health-promoting properties. The Handbook of Herbs and Spices Volume 2 provides an essential...
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Mastering Bitcoin: Unlocking Digital CryptocurrenciesO'Reilly, 2014

	Mastering Bitcoin is essential reading for everyone interested in learning about bitcoin basics, the technical operation of bitcoin, or if you're building the next great bitcoin killer app or business. From using a bitcoin wallet to buy a cup of coffee, to running a bitcoin marketplace with hundreds of thousands of transactions, or...
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Disruption by Design: How to Create Products that Disrupt and then Dominate MarketsApress, 2014

	From Eli Whitney to Henry Ford to Ray Kroc to Steve Jobs, market disruptors have reaped the benefits, including fame and fortune. But do you have to be that rare genius whose unique skills can literally change the world? No. Disrupting a market is a discipline that can be learned. Disruption by Design—a handbook for...
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Applied Mathematics for Science and EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Prepare students for success in using applied mathematics for engineering practice and post-graduate studies


	• moves from one mathematical method to the next sustaining reader interest and easing the application of the techniques

	• Uses different examples from chemical, civil, mechanical and various...
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Risk Assessment of Chemicals: An IntroductionSpringer, 2007

	At last – a second edition of this hugely important text that reflects the progress and experience gained in the last decade and aims at providing background and training material for a new generation of risk assessors. The authors offer an introduction to risk assessment of chemicals as well as basic background information on sources,...
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Building Python Real-Time Applications with StormPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn to process massive real-time data streams using Storm and Pythonâ€•no Java required!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use Apache Storm and the Python Petrel library to build distributed applications that process large streams of data
	
		Explore sample applications in real-time and analyze...
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Fearless Flourishing: A Step-by-Step Workbook for Embellishing Your Hand Lettering with Swirls, Swoops, Swashes and MoreUlysses Press, 2019

	Take your lettering to the next level with beautiful, stylish flourishes.

	

	You’ve mastered every letter, from capital A to lowercase z. Now you want your hand-drawn projects to have the ornate and extravagant look that is only achieved through flourishing. Whether you go for a delicate, stately, whimsical, bold,...
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SQL CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
You know the rudiments of the SQL query language, yet you feel you aren't taking full advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before pushing data across the network to your applications. You'd like to take your SQL skills to the next level.
 		

...
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Developing Java Beans (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997
Java Beans is the most important new development in Java this year. Beans is the next generation of Java technology that not only adds features the language lacked, but also lets Java programs interoperate with a number of development environments. The initial release includes a bridge for Microsoft's ActiveX/COM; future releases will include...
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